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The effect of elastic collisions on the velocity distribution of excited atoms located in an external 
electromagnetic field is investigated. A collision integral is employed which simultaneously takes 
into account strong collisions and small-angle scattering (selective scattering). It is shown that 
along with the familiar Bennett dip in the velocity distribution, there may exist a collision dip due 
to selective scattering. The dependence of its parameters on pressure differs from that for the 
Bennett dip. The shape of the Lamb dip and of the amplification line of a weak wave interacting 
with a strong field is analyzed for either the same transition or a shifted one. Collisions involving 
a change of velocity manifest themselves differently in two- and three-level systems. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN most papers on nonlinear spectroscopy of gases 
and on gas lasers, the experimental data are interpre
ted within the framework of the relaxation-constant 
model, in which no account is taken of the change in 
the velocity v of the atoms upon collision. An analysis 
of the influence of the scattering on the spectral char
acteristics of gas lasers is presented in(ll, where two 
semiphenomenological models of collisions (strong 
and weak) are considered. The model of strong colli
sions describes well the resonant exchange of excita
tion[2-41 and the dragging of resonant radiation[S,61, 
and is adequate for a description of a number of ex
perimental situations[Sl. The situation is less clear 
with respect to the weak-collision model. On the one 
hand, both general conSiderations and an analysis of 
the collision integrals for concrete interaction poten
tials of the colliding particles[71 offer evidence that 
small changes of v should play no less a role than the 
randomization of the phase of the atomic oscillator (the 
Weisskopf broadening mechanism). On the other hand, 
there are practically no experimental investigations 
aimed at clarifying the role of weak collisions (with the 
exception of[8-10 1), and the broadening of the spectral 
structures produced as a result of nonlinear phenomena 
is interpreted as a consequence of the phase randomi
zation. 

In the present paper we analyze effects of diffusion 
in velocity space, in the simultaneous presence of 
strong and selective collisions. To describe selective 
collisions, we use a model with a difference kernel 
with subsequent solution of the integral equation. Such 
an approach gives more general results than the 
"weak collision model" (the Fokker-Planck approxi
mation), since it does not presuppose that the change 
in velocity has a diffusion character l ). PrinCipal atten-

1)To distinguish the considered model from the model proposed in 
[I], the term "weak collisions" is replaced by the term "selective col
lisions." 
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tion is paid to an analysis of the velOcity distribution 
of the excited atoms; this analysis is the basis for the 
treatment of the nonlinear phenomena in gases. In sec
tions 6-9 we consider the contour of the Lamp dip and 
of the spectral structure due to nonlinear interference 
effects (NIE). To simplify the problem and to highlight 
the role of the change of the velocity, we disregard 
level degeneracy. 

We start from the equations for the density matrix 
p[ll: 

( :t +VV +C)fJ;;(r,v,t)=±2Re[iVnm(t,r)pmn(r,v,t)] 

+q;+S; j=m,n; 

( :t +vv+r)Pmn(r,v,t)=iVmn(t,r)[Pmm-Pnnl+S; 

S; = - "jp,;(r, v, t) + J A;(v', v) p;;(r, v', t) dv'; 

S = - Vpmn(r, v, t) + J A (v', v)pmn(r, v', t)dv'; 

dnm 
Vnm (t, r) = 2ilE(t, r). 

(1.1) 

Here r and v are the coordinate and velocity of the 
atom, gj is the number of acts of excitation of the 
state (j, v) per unit time; Aj(v', v) and A(v', v) are 
the kernels of the collision integrals Sj and S, from 
which the spontaneous relaxation is separated (the 
constants r j and r), and dnm is the matrix element 
of the dipole moment. The plus and minus signs per
tain to j = m and n, respectively. The field E(t, r) is 
of the form of a plane monochromatic wave (traveling 
or standing): 

E(t,r)=Ecos(wt-kr), E(t,I·)=Ecoswtcoskr. (1.2) 

we neglect throughout the "phase memory" effects 
(A (v', v) = 0), as we 11 as the spatial inhomogeneity 
in Pjj, due to saturation effects (in the case of a 
standing wave). In addition, we assume that gj depends 
only on v in accordance with 

q;(v) =Q;W(v), W(v) = (n'/'ii)-'exp{-v'/ii'}, 

ii' = 2kbT / m. 
(1.3) 
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Under these conditions, the equations for pjj (r, v, t) 
= Pjj(v) are 

(r, + v,) p;;(v) - 5 A,(v', V){l,,(v')dv' 

= Q,W(v)=+= 2G'x' (v) [Pmm - pnn], 
(1.4) 

and Pmn(r, v, t) and x'(v) are given by the following 
formulas: in the case of a traveling wave 

Pmn(r, v, t) = iG[ Pmm (v) - p, ,,(v) ]x(v)exp {-i(Qt - kr)}, (1.5) 
Q = (0 - 6)mn; 

xlv) = x'(v) + ix"(v) = [r + v - i(Q - kv) ]-'; G = dmnE / 21i, 

and in the case of a standing wave 

Pmn(r, v, t) =iG[Pmm - PnnJ1h[x+(v)e'"'+x_(v)e-ik']e- iO'; 

xlv) = lf2[X+(V) + L(V)], x±(v) = [r + v - i(Q =+= kv) ]-'. (1.6) 

Thus, an investigation of the role of the diffusion of 
the atom in velocity space reduces to a solution of the 
system of integral equations (1.4) for Pmm( v) and 
Pnn( v). In the strong-collision model, the system (1.4) 
admits of an exact solution for any field intensity[ll]. 
For arbitrary kernels Aj( v', v) it is necessary to ex
pand in powers of G2 and it is convenient to deal 
(seeP]) with Green's functions, which we define as 
solutions of the equations 

F,(v', v) = (r, + 11,)-' 5 A,(v", v)F;(v', v")dv" + 6(v - v'). (1.7) 

The function Fj(V', v) is obviously the stationary dis
tribution with respect to v for the atoms at the level 
j under the influence of a source O(v - v'). If Fj is 
known, then the solution of (1.4) can be found in the 
form 

(l;;(v) = L G"P~') (v), p;'(v) = N;W(v) , 
$=0 (1.8) 

(')( )=-2-5 '( ')[ ('-1)( ')- (.-"( ')]F(' )d' (l, v r; + v; x V pm V pn V , V , V v, 

where Nj is the unsaturated population of the level j. 

2. GREEN'S FUNCTION OF EQUATIONS (1.4) 

It will be convenient in what follows to represent 
the kernel Aj(v', v) in the form 

A,(v', v) = v;B,(v', v), V;= 5 A,(v, v')dv', 5 B;(v', v)dv = 1, (2.1) 

where Vj has the meaning of the "arrival frequency." 
We assume first that Vj is independent of v. Then the 
iteration method yields 

F,(v',v)=6(v'-v)+f,(v',v), /,(v',v) = L[v/(r,+v,)]IB,(l) (v',v), 

,~' (2.2) 

Bi!) (v', v) = 5 B,(v', v,)Bj'-') (v" v)dv" BJ') = B" 5 Bi!) (v', v)dv = 1. 

The function Fj(v', v) contains two parts: O(v' - v) 
describes those atoms which experience no collisions 
during the lifetime at the level j; the regular part 
fj ( v', v) characterizes the diffusion in velocity space. 
The quantities B (l)( v', v) in (2.2) are the probabilities 
of the velocity change v' - v as a result of l colli
sions. From the expression 

5F,(v', v)dv = 1 + ~[_"_' _] 1= 1 + n" 
.l....l r,+Vi 
[=1 

(2.3) 

we see that the effective number of terms in the series 
is determined by the parameter nj, which is the av~r
age number of collisions during the total lifetime rt-

If nj « 1, then Vj/(rj + Vj)« 1, and we can confine 
ourselves to the first corrections for the collision ef
fects: 

F;(v', v)= 6(v' -v)+~B;(v', v), (2.4) 
'r,+Vj 

and the field effects can be easily taken into accoune> 
in any approximation in G2 : 

( ) W() 2G'N { x' (v) Wry) 
Pi' v = N, v =+= r,+ v; 1 + 2G't,x' (v) 

(2.5) 

V; 5 x' (v') W(v')B;(v', v) '}' +-- I' dv, 
r,+v, 1+2G't,x (v) , 

1 1 t,=---+---, n;«.1, N=Nm-Nn. 
rm+Vm rn+Vn 

This case, however, is of no interest from the point of 
view of investigating collisions, since the second term 
in the curly brackets, which is due to collisions, is 
always small in comparison with the first, which de
scribes the usual Bennett dip. In the opposite limiting 
case, ni » 1, collisions are experienced by a major frac
tion nj/(l + njl of the atoms and diffusion effects 
are easily noticeable. Many terms of the series of (2.2) 
are Significant here, the series is not convenient for 
use, and it is desirable to use a convolution that calls 
for special assumptions concerning the kernel Bj(v',v). 

3. BASIC MODEL 

We assume that the kernel Bj(v', v) consists of 
two parts: the first (selective) part has a width 
OJ « \7; the second part corresponds to the strong
collision model 

A,(v', v) = v,;B1i(v', v) + v,;W(v), v; = ",; + v". (3.1) 

The choice of the kernel in the form (3.1) is justified 
by the results of[7], where Aj(v', v) are considered 
for a number of concrete particle interaction potentials. 
In addition, (3.1) is also of interest for spectroscopic 
applications. 

The Green's function for the kernel (3.1) is given by 
the formula 

... [ n ] I F i(v',v)=6(v'-v)+ ~ --"- B,t'(v', v) + n"W(v), 

.l....l 1 +n" 
1=1 

n" + n,; = n,; (3.2) 

5 I Vt; VZj fj+vj 
F,(v, v)dv= 1 +n"+n,,, n,,=-;:::--, n,,=-::--_--, 

rtj r, L, 

r.,= r,+v,-vtj. 

According to (3.2), the average number of selective 
states nij is determined not by the total lifetime rt, 
but by the lifetime riI with respect to spontaneous 
decay, quenching, and strong collisions. In other 
words, strong collisions serve as quenching collisions 
relative to the selective ones, and decrease nlj. In the 
limiting case of high pressures and small quenching we 

2)In practice this is conveniently done with the aid of (1.4), taking 
the integral terms into account in the first approximation (in Vjl(rj + 
Vj))' 
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have nlj ~ V Jj /V2j, and this is the maximum value of 
nlj. According to [71, we can have nlj ~ 10 for a Len
nard-Jones potential. The presence in (3.2) of the 
equilibrium component n2j W ( v) indicates that such a 
component should be present also in Pjj( v). It is 
therefore convenient to seek Pjj (v) in the form 

p;;(v) =R;W(v) + p;(v), (3.3) 

and from (1.4) we get for pj( v) and Rj the system of 
equations 

V'lj J 
R;=N;+ 1'1 p;(v)dv, (3.4) 

( ) II '; J (') (') , 2G'x' (v) [( ) W ( ) P; V e=-,-- B,; v, v p; v dv 'f. Rm -Rn v 
I;+\/; f;+\/; 

+Pm(V)- Pn(v)]. 

If the condition 

G'/I\;(r+v) <1 (3.5) 

is satisfied then the selective part of Pj(v) is small, 
and (3.4) yields 

2G' (')XN 
R;=N;'f 't, , x=Jx'(v)W(v)dv, N=Nm-N n ; (3.6) 

1 +2G''t,X 

n1j J ' ,,2G'NW(v) xlv') 
p;(v)= 1+n1j B1j(v,v)p;(v)dv 'f 1 + 2G''t,x f;+\/;; 

L2='t~2}+L,~2), T}2)=~= ~~2j =d-_,...,1 . 
r;+v; r;rlj f; flj 

The equilibrium part RjW( v) in Pjj( v) is of the same 
form as in the case of the pure strong-collision 
modelE 11]. Equation (3.6) for pj (v) contains only the 
selecti ve part of the kernel, and the "source" is the 
usual Bennett dip decreased by the "homogeneous" 
saturation3'. 

We note that x'(v) contains only the projection of 
v on k. The selectiveness of the kernel B lj (v', v) and 
the constancy of Vlj and V2j enable us to change over 
from (3.6) to the one-dimensional problem: 

p;(v) = r;(v) W(V.L), v = V.L + kv I k, 
W(V.L) = (nv')-' exp {-v.L'1 v'}; (3.7) 

ri(v) = ~J B,;(v', v)r;(v')dv' + y;(v); 
1 +n,; 

B1j(v', v) = J Bi;(V', v) W(V.L')dv.L dv.L" 

y;(v) = =F x' (v) 2G'NW(v) . 
f;+ \/; 1 + 2G''t,X 

In the next section we analyze the Green's function 
Fj( v', v) of Eq. (3.7), with the aid of which we can 
calculate rj(v): 

4. GREEN'S FUNCTION OF ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
PROBLEM 

(3.8) 

The fact that B1j(v', v) does not have the singular
ity possessed by the three-dimensional kernel[7] en
ables us to operate with the lucid concept of the width 
of the kernel. We consider the model kernel (see[ 12,7] ) 

B,;(v',v)=[n';'v1'1-V']-'exp{- «;-=-;~~,l (4.1) 

(I) - -- f (v-v'V')'} 
Bil (v',v)=[YnvY1-v"]-lexp t- (1-v")v' . 

3)In spite of the condition (3.5), the term 2G2 T 2 X may not be small 
if (r + V)XV2/rj - (r + v)ii2j/rjku - 1. 

The parameter y characterizes both the width Gj 
= v'; 1 - Y 2 of the kernel, and the "memory" of the 
velocity v' prior to collision. The kernels B(O( v', v) 

IJ 
have the same structure, but their widths increase with 
increasing l, while the "memory" decreases (y2 < 1). 
In the case nlj » 1 of interest to us, the series in (3.2) 
can be replaced by the integral 

1 m I 
F;(v',V)=b(v'-v)+--J exp{--

nL/lv 0 L J 

(V-v'V')'} dl 

(1 - v2l ) v' 1'1- v" 

n,· J {- [v - exp ( - flit) v' ]' } 
=O(v'-v)+ n';:v o exp -f1j't- [1-exp(-2fl;'t)]V' 

i\;d't (4.2) 
[1 - exp (- 2fl;'t) J'f" 

{\; = f; + \/; - V,;, fl; = f;';ln [1- a,' I V']-'I" 

L; = nlj + 1/2 - 1 I 12n,; + .... 
The integral with respect to T in (4.2) is the Green's 
function for the collision integral in the diffusion ap
proximation 

a v' a' } s= -(\/,.- v,)F·+ ",{-[VF]+--F . 
J J J ] rJ av J 2 avz J 

In (4.2), a(v' - v) describes the atoms that have 
avoided elastic collisions. The fraction of these atoms 
is (1 + nlj t\ but the a-function cannot be discarded 
even when nlj » 1, since it can lead to a much more 
abrupt structure in rj(v) than fj(v', v). 

Formula (4.2) enables us to trace the transition 
from the selective scattering to the model of strong 
collisions. If 

f';ll",; = L;ln [1- a,' I V']-'I, "" 1/2n ,p/ I v' < 1, (4.3) 
n,; » 1, a;' I v' ¢: 1, 

then we can obtain from (4.2) 
n . { I v - v' I v' - v" } 

F,(v',v)=b(v'-v)+ " exp -2 --- '(44) 
a,;1'l+n,; a,1'l+nij 2v' • 

The second term in (4.4) describes a slightly asym
metrical (owing to the factor exp[ _(v 2 - v'2)/2v2]) 
and relatively narrow distribution with characteristic 
width Gj ~ 1 + n lj « V. Owing to the introduction of 
unity in 1 + nlj' formula (4.4) has the correct value 
also in the limit nlj «1, Le., it can serv~as a good 
interpolation also when nlj ~ 1. If j.L j = 2 r Ij, then 
formula (4.2) can be recast in the form 

. , nij' J (V-z'V')'} dz 
F;(v',v)=b(v -v)+-, _Jexp - _ --=. (4.5) 

n;'''o l (1-z'),.' 1'1-z' 

The integral in (4.5), which is considered in[5] (it de
scribes the kernel of the collision integral owing to the 
dragging of the radiation), differs littleJrom a Max
wellian distribution. In the limit j.L j » r Ij we get 
from (4.2) 

F;(v', v) = b(v' - v) + nIjW(v). 
(4.6) 

Thus, the strong-collision model is applicable for 

fl; i [ a;' ] / [ nu ] ;:::- = 121n 1- -::; In -- ;;;> 1. 
I!j v 1 + n,; 

(4.7) 

This condition is satisfied either for Gj ~ v (which is 
tri vial) or for a sufficiently large number of collisions 
nlj, even if Gj «v. 

Accordingto[7], when Gj «v the kernel B1j(v', v) 
depends on v - v' ("difference kernel"). If the follow-
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ing more stringent condition is satisfied (the disper
sion of the velocity due to the selective collisions is 
much smaller than y2) 

(1 + nu)a;' < ii', (4.8) 

then Fj(v', v) is also a difference kernel and is deter
mined by the quadrature 

F;(v' - v)= 6(v' - v)+ fj(v' - v), 
(4.9) 

In the case nlj » 1 we can obtain useful asymptotic 
formulas from (4.9). In this connection, an important 
role is played by the behavior of B1j(K) at small K: 

B'j(x) = 1 - alJ'ilxl - ~ja/x2 + ... , (4.10) 

where Uj is the width of the kernel B Ij (1]), and the 
numerical factors O!j and i3j depend on the form of the 
kernel and on the behavior of B Ij (1]) as 1] - 00. Obvi
ously, O!j is positive, and i3j can have an arbitrary 
sign. Either the linear or the quadratic term can be 
decisive in the expansion (4.10). For example, for the 
kernel[8) 

B,,(I]) =n-'a;(a/+I]')-', B'j(x) =exp {-ajlxl}' (4.11) 

Clj = 1 and the linear term is the principal one. There
fore the width of the function fj(1]) becomes propor
tional to nlj. On the other hand, if Blj(1]) decre'l.ses 
more rapidly than 1]-2 as 1] _00, then Clj = 0, i3j > 0, 
and 

nij J"" e-il]'Xdx nlj 
1(1])=- -
, 2:t_oo1+~;a;'(1+n!j)x' 2ajl'~j(Hn,;) (4.12) 

xexp{- 11]1 }. 
ajl'Bi l'1 + n'i 

The width of the function fj (1]) varies in this case in 
proportion to ..; 1 + nlj. Which of the noted situations 
does actually take place is a very important question, 
and should be answered by experiment. We confine 
ourselves below to an examination of some of them. 
Its attraction lies in the fact that there is agreement 
with the law of large numbers (when nlj is large the 
width of the distribution is proportional to ~), and 
in addition, (4.12) "joins" well the Green's function 
for the weak-collision model. 

The asymptotic formula (4.12) differs from (4.4) 
only in the factor 1f3j, the possible values of which are 
clear from the following figures: 

Blj (1]): ~ ex!' {- II] I} ~ exp {-.I]'} triangular rectangular 
20 j a j -.r" cr j '1 shape shape 

V ~j: 1 0.500 0.457 0.408 

Thus, -fi3j changes, but not more than by a factor of 
two. We notice that (4.12) is an exact Green's function 
for an exponential kernel. We shall henceforth put i3j 
= 1, meaning an exponential kernel or else inclusion 
of ffj in Uj. 

5. DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATIONS BY VELOCITIES 

With the aid of the Green's function (4.12) we express 
the population Pjj(v) of the level j in terms of tabu
lated functions: 

{ 2G'N (') , (') } 
(ljj(v)=W(v) N;'f' 1+2G'T,X[Tj X+T,;X (V)+T; Yj(v)] , 

Y() ~Jx'(V')dV' { Iv-v'l} 
j v = exp - --==::-

_oo2a,l'1+nlj ajl'1+nlj' 

1 (I) VII 
Ttj=--, Tj = _. 

f;+ Vj (fj + vj)f,j 
(5.1) 

For concreteness, we choose a traveling wave, so that 

kal'1 + n,jY,(v) = Re{ci (Zj) sin Zj - si (z,) cos Zj}, 
(5.2) 

_ '+. ,,_ f + v + i(Q - kv) 
Zj-Z) lZj - • 

kajl'1 + n,; 

Here si(zj) 
functions. 

and ci(zj) are the integral sine and cosine 

The structure of the distribution (5.5) is the follow
ing (see Fig. 1). The usual Bennett dip (peak) (the term 
T IjX' (v) and "collision dip" (peak) described by the 
function Yj (v) are present on the Maxwellian curve, 
which is decreased (or increased) as the result of the 
"homogeneous" saturation band (the term proportional 
to X). They are "tied in" with the resonant velocity 
v = n/k; the integrals of the three indicated terms 
with respect to v are related as 

+¥; =[rj+Vj- Vlj 

- \lZ)]-1 = f j - t , 

T Ij is the lifetime with respect to spontaneous decay, 
quenching, and collisions of any kind; Tj 1) is the life
time after the first selective collision up to the instant 
when either spontaneous decay, or quenching, or strong 
collision takes place; T~2) is the lifetime at the level j 

J 
after the first strong collision. Thus, the total lifetime 
of the atom at the level j breaks up effectively into 
three intervals, each corresponding to a distinct char
acter of the interaction with the field. During the time 
T Ij, the atom velocity remains unchanged, and the dis
tribution with respect to the velocities retains the non
equilibrium structure (the Bennett dip) produced by the 
field. During the time T~ 1), only selective collisions 
take place; the indicatedJstructure becomes "smeared" 
but remains non-equilibrium ("collision dip"). As 
soon as the strong collision takes place, the atom ac
quires an equilibrium velocity distribution and the dis
tribution remains the same, no matter whether strong 
or selective collisions follow. Consequently, during the 
time Tj 2) the atom interacts with the field via the 

"homogeneous" saturation channel. The interaction 
via each channel is stronger the longer the correspond
ing time. It is therefore also clear that strong colli
sions act as quenching collisions with respect to the 
selecti ve ones (an increase of V2j decreases Tj 1»). 

,~~ 
_ 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 t (il-kvJ/kv 

FIG. I. Nonlinear increment to the velocity distribution at the level 
m: I-Bennett dip, 2-collision dip, 3-homogeneous saturation "band". 
The relation between the parameters is r mn = 0.2kam ~ = 0.05 
kil. The plots are normalized to unity at the maximum. 
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To determine the width and the amplitude of the 
"collision dip," let us analyze the function Yj (v). We 
can readily see two limiting cases: 

Y;(v) ~ x' (v) - 2[ku,1'1 + n.;x' (v) j'[ 4x' (v) - 3 / (r + v)], 

r +v ~ ku/Vl-t-;;-;;. (5.3) 

Y;(v)~ 11: exp{_IQ-kvl}, 
2ku;l'1+n.; ku;l'1+n.; 

f + v ~ ku;1'1 + n.;. 
(5.4) 

In the first case, the "collision dip" is a Bennett dip 
slightly broadened by collisions. It has a near-dis
persion form with width (r + v){ 1 + 3 [kuj ff+Iij/ (r 
+ vW}. In the approximation (5.4), the influence of im
pact broadening is practically excluded; the width of 
the dip Uj -../ 1 + nlj is proportional here to the width of 
the kernel of the collision integral. The ratio of the 
amplitudes of the "collision dip" to the Bennett dip in 
the approximation (5.4) is 

f+v n 
--==-n1j, 

2 kul'1 + n" 
(5.5) 

Le., it can be sufficiently large if nlj » 1. 
A change of the ratio of the parameters r + v and 

kUj ~ changes the dispersion form of Yj(v) into 
an exponenhal one. It will be convenient in what follows 
to approximate Yj(v) by a dispersion curve with mini
mal errors in the area, half-width at half-height, or in 
the amplitude. We can use for this purpose the function 

6; 3ku;l'1+n.; 
Y;(v)~ t\'+(Q-kv)" 6J~f+v+ .s4 '(5.6) 

.s4 ~ {Ar + [(f + v) / ka;l'l + n.J'}'''. 

The constant Aj ranges from ill to 3/ln 2, and must 
be chosen by calculating the minimum error depending 
on the range of variation of the parameter (r + v 
(r + v)/kUj -../1 + nlj- For example, if Aj = 4, then the 
error in the determination of the width does not exceed 
9 % anywhere, and the error in the amplitude does not 
exceed 15%. 

Let us consider the variation of the parameters of 
the "collision dip" with pressure. Expression (5.6) 
for OJ contains two pressure-dependent quantities: the 
linear function r + v, and nlj = Vlj/(rj + 172j), which 
has the form of a curve with saturation. At low pres
sures, so long as the spontaneous relaxation constant 
prevails over the frequencies of the quenching and 
strong collisions, nlj varies linearly with pressure: 
nlj ~ Vlj /rj. At high pressures, nlj tends to a constant 
value. The large number of parameters contained in 
OJ leads to a great variety of plots of OJ against pres
sure. We shall stop to discuss the most general prop
erties of the plots of OJ and present examples for cer
tain important particular cases. 

The plot of OJ always lies above the straight line 
r + v characteriZing the width of the Bennett dip. This 
is perfectly clear, since collisions with change of 
velOcity can only broaden the Bennett dip. In the limit
ing case of low pressures 

{j; ~ f + 3ku; 

x [A,' + (f / ku;)'j-'/', 
v« f, nlj< 1, 

(5.7) 

which can be much larger than r. At high pressures, 
the OJ approaches asymptotically the straight line 
r + v: 

75 v/k6j 

FIG. 2. Plots of the quantity oJ = [I>j-r -IJ j /kaj' which characterizes 
the difference between the widths of the "collision dip" and the Benett dip: 

I-_!)i == (~-~j)/IJj =_0.1, aj ~IJjkaj/!,jIJ~ 1. 'Yj ~r/kaj.: 1; 2-~j = 0.2, 
aj - I, 'Yj - 1, 3-!)j - 0.1, aj - 1, 'Yj - 10, 4-!)j - 0.2, aJ - 1, 'Yj - 10,5-
!)j = 0.1, aj = 0.1, 'Yj = 1; 6-!)j = O. 2, ~ = 0.1 , 'Yj = 1; 7 -!)j = 0.1, aj = 10, 
'Yj = 1. 

0; ~ f + v + 3 (ku;l'l + n.;)' 
x(r + v)-" 

f + v ~ ku;1'1 + n!j. 

(5.8) 

This result is the consequence of the fact that the 
Green's function has more rapidly decreasing "wings" 
than the dispersion curve: above a certain pressure, 
the width of the Green's function becomes less than the 
Bennett dip, and the width of the convolution approaches 
the width of the latter. The "collision dip" cannot be 
separated from the Bennett dip on the asymptotic plot 
of (5.8). This asymptotic plot is reached quite 
smoothly, so that in a limited range of pressures the 
plot of OJ is a straight line. Thus, at medium pres
sures we have 

(j;~ f+v+3ka;l't +ntj/ A;, f + v < A;ka;l' 1 +n". (5.9) 

If at the same time nj = const, then (5.9) is a straight 
line passing at a distance 3A71 kuj -../1 + nlj above r + v. 
Its point of intersection with lhe ordinate axis can lie 
much higher than the initial point (5.7). Finally, the 
maximum deviation of the OJ curve from r + v, as 
seen from (5.6) and (5.9), is larger the larger 
kUj -../ 1 + nlj. Figure 2 shows several examples of the 
OJ curves. 

The ratio of the amplitudes of the "collision dip" 
and the Bennett dip is 

c ~ n r+v ~n .{1+ 3ka;~ }-' 
, " {j; " (f+v).s4 

(5.10) 

We see therefore that at very low pressures (nlj « 1) 
the "collision dip" is not noticeable against the back
ground of the Bennett dip. At large pressures we have 
Cj ~ nlj. 

Worthy of particular attention is the case when the 
dips cannot be separated and give a single "regular" 
contour (their widths do not differ much from each 
other). The half-width of the summary contour is given 
by the expression 

/l;=l'! {([t5;'-(f+V)'j'[:;~~ ],+4t5;'(f + V),)'" (5.11) 

+[Ii/-(f+v)'] CJ-l}"'. 
c;+ 1 

When the pressure is changed, Aj changes from Aj 
= r (low pressures) to Aj = r + v (high pressures). In 
the intermediate region, the Aj curve lies above the 
line r + v. We note also other limiting cases that lead 
to a simplification of (5.11): 

Ii;'-(f+v)' 
/l;=o(f+v) [1+c; ], c;~l; 

o;'+(f+v)' (5.12) 
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1'.=6[1- 1 0/-(r+V)2] c~1' 
" C; o/+(r+v)2 " , 

I'.j=1'6;(f+v), Cj=1. 

(5.13 ) 

(5.14) 

6. THE LAMB DIP IN THE PLOI' OF THE WORK OF 
THE FIELD 

The atom velocity distribution itself is not observed 
in experiment, but it can be assessed from an analysis, 
say, of the shape of the gain (absorption) line in the 
presence of two opposing waves. The expression for 
the work of the field in our case (standing wave) is 

[jJ<¥>;C{1 G'/2 ~ ['t(') 1';;C+-':~(1+ (r+\»' ) 
1 + G''t,XI2'''--" .' kv r + v (r + v)' + Q2 

J_m,1I . 

+ (I) S-[ 4(I'+v). 4(f+\» ] ]} 
'tj _~ 4(r+v)'+k2r/+ 4(f+\»2+(2Q- k'l)' M'l)d'l , 

;C=exp[-~]. 
(kv)' (6.1) 

The calculations were performed with allowance for 
the approximations (r + II) « kv, OJ..j 1 + nlj « V. A 
plot of the work [jJ of the field against the frequency n 
has the form of a Doppler contour with a "homogene
ous" saturation band and with dips. One of them is the 
well known Lamb dip, and the two others are "collision 
dips" (the integral terms in (6.1) that depend on n) 
pertaining to the levels m and n. We note that the 
parameters of the "collision dips" can differ strongly 
from each other, depending on the character of the dif
fusion in the states m and n. The "collision dips" in 
the work of the field and in the velocity distribution 
(for the level j, cf. (3.8», accurate to the substitutions 
r + II ~ 2 (r + II) and n - kv ~ 2n. This result is a 
consequence of the difference Green's functions and, 
from the point of view of the experiment, is of great 
significance: the velocity distribution (in this case, for 
the population difference) is obtained by simple recal
culation of the experimental plots of [jJ( n). 

For the selective scattering model and for the ap
proximation (5.6), we obtain the following final expres
sion for the work of the field: 

(6.2) 

(I' + )' (t) 2 

+ 'ttj (1 + \» 'tj ( bj )]} 
r + v (I' + v) 2+ Q' + T 1 + 0/ + Q' . 

Here the expression for lij is determined by formula 
(5.6), in which kmust be replaced by k/2. In all other 
respects, the "collision dip" is determined by the same 
parameters as (5.6), and its relation to the Lamb dip 
is the same as that to the Bennett dip in the velOCity 
distribution. Thus, everything stated above is applica
ble also to the plot of the work of the field. 

In experimental studies of the dependence of the 
width of the Lamb dip on the pressure one usually ob
tains a plot whose slope is connected with the cross 
section of the Weisskopf broadening, and the intercept 
on the ordinary axis is connected with the natural line 
width r. In the presence of selective collisions, the 
situation can change strongly if the "collision dip" and 
the Lamb dip produce one "regular" contour of width 

fl,MHz' 
Z 

I I I I 

o ·0.05..'" 01 O,!~ D.Z ,D,Z5p,Ton 

0,5 1 1. '5 v, MHz 

FIG. 3. Width of the Lamb dip vs. pressure in CO2 laser with ab
sorbing cell: I-linear approximation of experimental data [9] , 2-plot 
of /:; = v. 

~j. The pressure dependence of ~j is generally speak
ing nonlinear, but in a limited region of pressures the 
experimental points can lie, within the limits of errors, 
on a straight line whose parameters depend now on the 
pressure range in which the results are obtained, and 
on the characteristics of the selective scattering. For 
example, if the limiting case (5.13) is realized in con
junction with (5.9), then the slope is connected by 
the previous relation with the cross section of the 
Weisskopf broadening, but linear extrapolation to zero 
pressure yields 

(6.3) 

where the second term can be much larger than the 
first. At lower pressures, when the influence of the 
relaxation constant r comes into play, both the slope 
and the ordinate of the linear extrapolation to zero 
pressure change. Only in the region of sufficiently high 
pressures (approximation (5.8)) do we again obtain the 
previous results. Thus, for an unequivocal determina
tion of the causes of the broadening of the dip it is un
necessary to perform the measurements in a suffic
iently wide range of pressures, so as to catch all the 
possible nonlinearities of the curve. Unfortunately, 
there are still no experimental data on this subject. 

Let us discuss the experimental paper(91, which has 
in our opinion some bearing on the question considered 
here. The plot given in[9] for the dependence of the 
width of the Lamb dip on the pressure for a C(h laser 
with absorbing cell (Fig. 3), when linearly extrapolated 
to zero pressure, gives an analogously large value of 
the width (0.5 MHz), which cannot be acounted for by 
the natural line width (r ~ lOS sec- l). It is natural to 
assume that in this case an important role is played by 
broadening due to selective collisions. In the pressure 
region where the experimental data of[9] were obtained, 
one can neglect the spontaneous relaxation in quenching 
constants, so that nlj does not depend on the pressure 
and is equal to nlj = Vlj/V2j. The Lennard-Jones poten
tial model gives nlj ~ 8 [7]. We assume furthermore 
that scattering in states m and n occurs in equal 
manner am = an= a, nlm =nm =n, ~m = ~n= ~). 
From Fig. 3 and from the estimate of n it follows that, 
within the limits of the experimental curve, the ampli
tude of the "collision dip" is larger than the amplitude 
of the Lamb dip (c :> 4), and the following approxima
tion holds for the half-width ~ of the total dip: 

I'. = v + 1/2 In 2 ka1'1 + n. (6.4) 

Extrapolation of (6.4) to zero pressure yields 

1'.0 = lh1n 2·ka1'1 + Il = 0.50MHz,ka = 0.48 MHz (6.5) 
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Let us compare this result with the estimate of ka in 
accordance with the formula for the quantum uncer
tainty of the scattering angle: 

'1'7 = x / d ~ a / v, X = ft / 12m v, (6.6) 

where d is a certain characteristic dimension of the 
CO2 molecule and 71: is the de Broglie wavelength for 
the average relative velocity. For d = 4 A (see(7]) we 
have (T = 1000o K, radiation wavelength A = 10-3 cm) 

ka = 0.25 MHz. (6.7) 

Thus, the value of k a obtained on the basis of the 
selective-scattering model agrees in order of magni
tude with the estimate from formula (6.6). Unfortunately, 
these are so far the only data, and this coincidence 
cannot be assigned too great an importance, for it can 
be accidental. However, if the agreement between the 
results of (6.6) and (6.7) is not accidental, then this is 
evidence of a noticeable role played by forward scat
tering, which is determined mainly by diffraction phe
nomenon. To resolve this problem it is necessary to 
perform special experiments aimed at revealing the 
role of diffusion in velocity space due to selective col
lisions. Principal attention in these experiments should 
be paid to low pressures, where it is precisely here 
that the distinguishing features of the phenomena can 
come into play, e.g., the nonlinear plot of the width of 
the Lamb dip against pressure, etc. 

7. THREE- LEVEL SYSTEM 

Let the external field be represented by two plane 
monochromatic waves, each of which interacts with 
only one transition in a three-level system (Fig. 4a): 

Vm.(t, r) = G exp (-i(Qt - kr)}, 
F..,,(t, r) =G"exp {-i(Q,t-k"r)}; (7.1) 

G = d~"E / 2ft, G. = drnE. / 2ft, 
Q =fi)- Wmn, Q).l= Wj.I.- Wml_ 

Here w, wj).' k, and kj). are the frequencies and wave 
vectors of the waves. We assume the field Ej). to be 
weak (it does not change the average level populations), 
and calculate the gain aj). of the weak field. If there is 
no "phase memory" for the tranSitions n - land 
m - l, then aj). takes the following standard form[13,14]: 

a ooRe( [r.,+i(Q.'-Q')](Pmm-Pll)-Wm,,"P.m) (7.2) 
, [r., + i(Q.' - Q')] [I'ml + iQ.']+ G' ' 

Pli =N,W(v); 
Q' = Q - kv, Q.' = Q. - k,v, rii ~ (r, + I',) /2+ V'i; 

Pmm and Pnm are taken from the solution of Eqs. (1.4) 
and from (1. 5), P II is the unsaturated population of the 
level l, and the angle brackets denote averaging over 
the velocities v. Expression (7.2) consists of two terms 
that differ in nature: the first is proportional to the 
population difference pmm - Pll; the second, propor
tional to Pnm, is due to nonlinear interference effects 
(NIE) and is called the interference term [13,14]. 

b 

FIG. 4 Transition schemes for three-level (a) and two-level (b) 
systems. 

All the new results of diffusion in velocity space can 
be traced by taking into account the first nonlinear cor
rections in the strong field, so that we shall hence
forth confine ourselves to this approximation. Formula 
(7.2) is transformed into 

(7.3) 

(I) 

+ Re < -=-.:...P m:-c::o-:-' r ml + iQ.' 

G'(Nm -N.)W(v) ) 
[r., + i(Q,: - Q')] fr ml + iQ:] [rm • - iQ'] , . . 

p~) is the correction for the saturation in the popula
tion of the level m, while f!5' j). is obtained from Jl' of 
(6.1) by making the substitution 0 - OJ).. In the de
rivation of (7.3) it is assumed that the following usual 
condition is satisfied: 

(7.4) 

The first term in (7.3) describes the line of the un
saturated gain, the second describes the part of the 
nonlinear increment due to the change of the level pop
ulation under the influence of the strong field (the 
"population" term), and the third is the interference 
term. Collisions with change of velocity of the atom 
manifest themselves only in the explicit dependence of 
ph;) on v; in the interference term, on the other hand, 
these processes lead only to a change of the quantities 
rij with changing pressure, and its explicit form is 
the same as in the relaxation-constant model. Thus, 
in the weak-saturation approximation and in the ab
sence of phase memory (Aij = 0), elastic collisions 
affect only the structure of the "population" term. 

We shall henceforth confine ourselves to two mutual 
orientations of the vectors k and kj). (k H kj). and 
k It kj).), and assume the model of Sec. 4, using a one
dimensional difference kernel and expression (5.1) for 
pjj. If the waves have equal directions (kj). II k), sub
stitution of (5.1) in (7.3) yields 

a,ooiff,{Nm-N,-2G2 (Nm -N.)Rc[( __ 1_+ ".1 ,,) rm + \1 m L, + ,(Q. - Q ) 

x-------· 
I'm' + r m." + irQ, - Q") 

(1) 

+ __ t=m==--
2am 11 + n'm 

xf exp[::-~I/a3~] d~+2tm(') in_iff ]}; 
r m' + f"", "(Q,, - Q - k~) kv 

,,, k, " k. - k .-." k..-. 
1m. =-;;-1'""" 1'.1 =r·,+-k-r"""" =T'" 

(7.5) 

The coefficient aj). as a function of OJ). has the form of 
a Doppler contour with dips due to the change of the 
population under the influence of the strong field and 
the NIE. The interference term (which is proportional 
to [r ~l + i( OJ). - 0" W1) and the part of the "population" 
term (proportional to 1/( rm + /lm» have the same 
structure as in the relaxation-constant model[13,14]. 
The remaining part of the nonlinear increment to (7.5) 
is due to diffusion in velOCity space and represents a 
"collision dip" (integral term) and a Doppler band due 
to strong collisions. 

In the case of opposing waves (kj). tI k), the inter
ference term drops out and in the remaining part of 
the (7.5) it is necessary to make the substitution 
0"- -0". 

It is easy to note that the "population" term in (7.5) 
is formally similar to the expression for the field in-
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crement to Pmm (see (5.1» following the substitutions 
nil - kv, r~n + rml- r mn, n" - n. With respect 
to the "collision dip," this effect is due to the use of 
the difference kernel Bm( v - v'). When kll Ii k, the 
nonlinear increment to all is wholly equivalent to the 
velocity distribution (5.1) following the substitutions 
nll - - kv, n" - n, rum + rml - rmn. The noted 
distinguishing features are quite useful in experimental 
investigations of the processes of diffusion in velocity 
space, since the velocity distribution is obtained by 
simply recalculating the plot for the line shape of the 
weak-field gain. We note also that, unlike investigations 
of the Lamb dip, the experiments in which all is meas
ured yield information on elastic scattering only in one 
state m. 

8. TWO-LEVEL SYSTEMS 

Two-level systems (Fig. 4b) are described by Eqs. 
(1.1), where Vmn(t, r) takes the form 

v,,,.(t, I') = C exp [-i(Qt - kr)] + C"exp [-i(Q.t - k,r)], 

(8.1) 

It is convenient to seek the solution of (1.1) in the form 

p;=N;W(v) + ICI'R; + 2Re {C'G"r;exp [-i(et- qr)]}, j = m, n; 

Pm. = R cxp [-i(Qt - kr)] + rexp [-i(Q,t - k.r)] (8.2) 
+rexp[-i{2Q-Q.)t- (2k,,-k)r}], e=Q.-Q, q=k.-k, 

where the amplitudes rj, Rj, r, and r do not depend on 
the coordinates and on the time. The NIE in two-level 
system reduce to oscillations of the population at the 
difference frequency. The quantity G*Gllrj is the 
amplitude of these oscillations. The correction for the 
saturation j G 12 Rj is due only to the strong fie ld. In 
the presence of weak and strong fields on the m - n 
tranSition, polarization is induced in the atom at the 
frequency of each of them as well as at the combina
tion frequency (2n - nil)' Under the same assump
tions as in Sec. 7 (first nonlinear corrections in 1 G 12 , 

absence of "phase memory" in collisions), the gain 
all of the weak field is proportional to the following 
expression: 

a"oo l'~ tll'.+ICI2Re( ~m-Rn+rm-r. ). (8.3) 
kv Imn-I(~~.-k.v) 

The first term in (8.3) corresponds to the linear ap
proximation. The increment proportional to j G 12 
breaks up into two parts, namely, Rm - Rn is due to 
the change of the population as a result of the strong 
field ("population" term), and rm - rn is due to non
linear interference effects. The values of Rj and rj 
are obtained from the equations 

r;R, = 8,(R;) =+= N,W(v) ([fm • - i(Q - kv) ]-' 

+ [r m. + i(~~ - kv) ]-I}; 
[f; - iCe - qv)]r; = 8 j (r,) =+= N,W(v) {[r mn 

-irQ, - k,v) ]-' + [f mn + i(Q _. kv) ]-'}; 

8 j (Rj ) = - v;Rj+ S A;(v', v)Rj(v')dv'. 

(8.4) 

For opposing waves, kll Ii k, the interference term in 
(8.3) drops out. With respect to the remaining "popu
lation" term, we can repeat the analyses of the preced
ing section, the only difference being that the popula
tion of one level m is replaced here by the population 
difference Rm - Rn. New effects arise when the waves 

0.5 
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FIG. 5. Nonlinear increments to the gain exll' pertaining to the levelj 
(2-level system): l-"population" dip due to the Bennett dip; 2-"col
lision dip; 3-part of Doppler "band"; 4, 5, 6-corresponding interference 
structures,;.T mn = 0.05 kil, Ili = 4f mn' fi + "i = f mn' fi + "i-"i = 0.2 
(ri + "i)' f Ij = 0.5 (fi + "i)' The plots are normalized to unity at the 
maximum. 

have equal directions (kll tl k or q = 0). The differ
ence between the resonant terms [rmn - i(n - kv>r1 
and [rmn - Hnll - kllvW1 in (8.4) can be neglected 
within the framework of the condition (7.4). The equa
tion for rj is then obtained from the equation for Rj by 
means of the substitution rj - I'j - i~. We can then 
use the results of the preceding section to find rj. At 
~ = 0 we have Rj = rj' and the interference term in (8.3) 
is equal to the "population" term. It is remarkable that 
in a two-level system the elastic collisions influence 
also the interference term4 ) _ In the employed collision 
model we obtain for all the expression (q = 0) 

a. 00 0.{1-2IGI'Re,E[",1 . \'-~ 
J"'dJI." "",Imn-le 1) I \j 

(il() ~ I I -
'1:; e S exp[ - ~ (ajH + ;',,(e)] , + ----------d, 

2a;1'1+nlj(e)., 2rmn-i(e-k~) 

. V-;:; "'( v,; V2; )]} 

, ko ') -r;-('r;+v;-v,;) + (r;-=ie)[rj+v;-\'1i-=-i~l- , 

( ) VIJ (I) ( ) n,;(e) 
nl) e = r + v -vll-ie ' 'tj E =r j + \'J- ie 

The nonlinear increment to (8.5) has a much more com
plicated structure than in three-level systems. The 
reason is that the interference term is also sensiti ve 
to collisions, and, in addition, the scattering in both 
states m and n is appreciable. Processes that differ 
in the character of the relaxation introduce in (8.5) 
nonlinear increments having the same structure as the 
given process. The interaction with the field up to the 
first collision leads to the result characteristic of the 
relaxation-constant model[15] (the term in the first line). 
The diffusion in velocity space gives rise to new incre-

4) An analogous influence is possible also in a three-level when the 
"phase memory" at the forbidden transition is taken into account. 
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ments: The second and third lines in (8.5) are due to 
relaxation via the selective-collision channel, and the 
fourth line is due to relaxation for a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution of the level populations. Each of 
these increments breaks up in turn into "population" 
and interference terms. At E: = 0 both terms are equal. 
The contour of -the CljJ. line contains thus an entire set 
of "population" and interference structures. The 
former include a dip with a half-width 2r mn, two 
"colliSion dips," pertaining to the levels m and n, and 
a band due to "homogeneous" saturation. As is readily 
seen, there are altogether six interference structures. 
The set of spectral structures corresponding to the 
level j is shown in Fig. 5. Naturally, they do not 
manifest themselves in equal degrees under all condi
tions: sometimes certain of them can predominate, and 
other times others. The choice of the corresponding 
condition and comparison of experiment with theory 
afford many opportunities of verifying the employed 
collision model. 

The structure of the "population" terms in (8.5) is 
the same as in three-level systems, and we therefore 
do not stop to analyze them. The NIE in a two-level 
system is connected with population beats at the differ
ence frequency E: and is therefore determined by the 
character of the relaxations of the populations them
selves, and not of the polarization as in the case of a 
three-level system. Each relaxation process intro
duces its own spectral structure with a width deter
mined by the duration of this process. In the first 
channel, the interference structure has a width ~rj 
+ IIj in accordance with the fact that 1/ (rj + IIj) is the 
lifetime to the first collision. The relaxation of the 
total population of the level j is the relaxation process 
with maximum duration. It corresponds to a time 
l/r j, during which the atom has time to acquire an 
equilibrium velocity distribution. The spectral struc
ture with width rj therefore appears in the last chan
nel. The relaxation process connected with selective 
collisions has a relaxation time 1/( rj + IIj - IIj - IIlj), 
during which the nonequilibrium velocity distribution 
is preserved. The parameters of the corresponding 
interference structure therefore contains the quantity 
rj + IIj - Vlj. If k<Jj..Jl +nlj» 2 rmn, the interference 
structure in the selective-collision channel at the level 
j takes the form 

21GI'Re ;t 1 1 . {8.6} 
2 r;+ V; - i£[ (J'j + V; - iE) (l';+ Vj- V,j - ie) p. 

The width of its narrow part is ~rj + IIj - Vlj. A de
crease of kUj..J 1 + nlj leads to a change in the form of 
this term, from (8.6) to 

2[G[2l\e(I'; +Vj- ie)-'(1'; + Vj- V,,- ie)-' (8.7) 

in such a way that the width of the narrow part always 
remains ~rj + IIj - IIlj. 

If the condition 

(8.8) 
characteristic of spontaneous relaxation is satisfied, 
then we have in the first channel 

(l'm+Vm)(I',.+v,,-ie) + (1',,+ v .. ) (1'm+ \'m-ie) • (8.9) 

This means that in the relaxation-constant model, un
der the condition (8.8), there are only two dips of equal 
amplitude and with widths rm + 11m and rn + lin' The 
relation (8.8) should be regarded as a condition for a 
sort of coherence of the atomic states. Violation of 
{8.8} as a result of collisions leads to the appearance 
of a third "dip" (with width 2rmn), which can be 
ascribed to an additional relaxation process. 

The ratios of the amplitudes of the interference in
c rements in (8.5) (just as those of the "population" 
increments) are 

- I'm .. ( ) 
1: n,J!(Zj):"I'll kv l+n,j n2j; {8.10} 

j(z) =z[ci(z)sinz-si(z)cosz], z;=21' m "lka;j1+n,,; 
j(z) -+ '/zrlZ (z....,. 0), j(z) -d (z....,. 00 l-

In the general case, any of these structures can pre
dominate. If e.g., "homogeneous" saturation plays an 
important role in the system, then the amplitude of the 
narrowest structure becomes noticeable. In the case 
when the number of collisions nl is large enough, the 
interference structure due to selective collisions can 
prevail. 

The general conclusions of the present section re
mains in force also in the presence of inelastic colli
Sions, of the type of exchange of rotational energy in 
molecular systems. We illustrate this using the follow
ing simple model of the colliSion-integral kernel: 

Aj(v', 1'; v, I) = VjW(v) WB(J), 

WB(/) =(21 + l)exp [-~/(l+ 1)] w, 
kBT 

w= [~ WB(/) r: 
(8.11) 

where B is the rotational constant in the vibrational 
state j. The model {8.11} denotes that after each col
lision the molecule acquires a Maxwellian distribution 
with respect to the velocities and a Boltzmann distribu
tion WB{ J} over the rotational levels J. Assume that 
two fields, strong and weak, act on one vibrational
rotational transition m, Jm - n, In; then at kjJ. = k 
we have 

u"OO;S.{1-2IGI2Re ~ [ 21' 1_. (~1'.+l . 
~ mn ~e J "j 

i=m,n 
(8.12) 

+ 1 )+~;S(."j!B(Jj)_ 
1'j+vj-ie kv 1\(1'j +v;) 

+ _vjWB(Jj) )]}, j'j= I'j+ \'j- Vj. 
(I'j- ie) (1';+ Vj- ie) 

The width of the narrowest interference structure is 
determined here by the total lifetime 1/rj and the 
vibrational state j, in spite of the fact that inelastic 
collisions took place during that time. Our example 
shows particularly clearly the phYSical cause of the 
narrow interference of structures. After the first 
collision, the molecule goes from the level J m , stays 
at other rotational levels (on the average) for a time 
[VjWB{JjW\ returns to Jm, where it stays a time 
{rj + IIjr\ leaves the level again, etc. Thus, the 
probability of being at the level J m has the form of 
short "spikes" with width (rj + IIjt\ separated by a 
time [iljWB( Jj WI. The effective number of spikes is 
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obvious~y IIjWB(Jj)/rj, and their total duration 
IIjWB/rj(rj + lJj) specifies the amplitude of the struc
ture (in accordance with (8.12)). Since the phase rela
tions are not important for the population beats, the 
width of the structure is determined by the total time 
during which the "spikes" can occur, i.e., by the time 
~ 1 
rj . The other spectral structures can be analogously 
inte rpreted . 

9. DRAGGING OF THE RADIATION 

The application of the foregoing results to the par
ticular case of dragging of resonant radiation leads to 
a curious and somewhat unexpected effect, namely the 
narrowing of the "spectral line" with increasing pres
sure. If one of the working levels (say, m) is optically 
coupled with the ground state (0), then, at a sufficiently 
high gas density, dragging of the radiation takes place 
on the transition m - O. In atomic systems, where 
spontaneous relaxation predominates, this effect is 
particularly strong. Let us examine the gain of the 
weak field on the transition m - n under conditions of 
total dragging for m - O. For simplicity, we neglect 
the collisions in which the velocity is changed and the 
phase is randomized. The expression (8.5) for alJ. 
takes the form 

a.COf5.{1-2IGI2Re[-,-~-.-+, 1 . 
. 1",0,,--'£) I "(r,,,-,e) (9.1 ) 

+ l'n f5(~-+ rmo )]} 
ki5 (1'.. - I'mo) rfu (r", - r mO - ie) (rm - ie) , 

r =rm+r. 
mn 2' 

The constant rmo is the probability of spontaneous 
decay from the level m to the ground state. The terms 
of the first line in (9.1) described dips with widths rm 
and rn on the gain line contour. The term propor
tional to rmo is due to the dragging of the radiation 
and specified the "band" of the homogeneous saturation 
and the interference structure, the width of the narrow 
part of which is rm - rmo, i.e., less than the natural 
width of the level m. If the spontaneous decay proceeds 
predominantly to the ground state, then the relation 
rm - rmo« r m , r n , can be realized, and the dip due 
to dragging may turn out to be much narrower than all 
others. The ratio of the amplitude of the (rm - rmo) 
dip to the amplitude of the rm dip is 

c= fn r",r. . (9.2) 
ki5 rm - rm , 

In some systems, the factor (9.2) can be large enough, 
and the narrow dip can become perfectly noticeable. 

Let us illustrate our results with the 2s2 - 2P4 
(1.15 IJ.) of the Ne atom as an example. In accordance 
with[S,18,17] we have the following values of the required 
parameters: 

r", = 26MHz F. = 8.3MHzr" - ["'0 = 1.6 MHz 
ki5 = 400 MHz c ~ 0.6. . 

Thus, the width of the interference dip due to dragging 
is much smaller here than the natural widths rn and 
rm and the relative amplitude of the narrow dip is 
large enough. 

Formula (9.1) is applicable, generally speaking, at 
pressures such that the dragging can be regarded as 
completeS). At low pressures there is no dragging, and 
the last term of (9.1) drops out. For neon this means 
that the contour of the alJ. line will contain a superpo
sition of dips with widths 26 MHz and 8.3 MHz. The 
radiation dragging should reveal itself experimentally 
in the fact that when the pressure is increased the 
summary dip first becomes effectively narrower, after 
which a fine structure with width 1.6 MHz appears. 

S) At these pressures, the sontaneous approximation used in (9.1) 
may still be perfectly valid. 
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The radiation intensity has been determined from an arbitrary source in an unbounded medium moving 
with a velocity greater than the velocity of light in the medium. All types of waves propagating in the 
moving medium are discussed, and drag on the light by the medium is taken into account when the 
latter is moving faster than the velocity of light. 

WHEN a medium is moving faster than the velocity of 
light, in addition to ordinary electromagnetic waves with 
an index of refraction N1 there appears a second type of 
electromagnetic waves with an index of refraction N2. 
The latter arise as the result of drag on the light by the 
moving medium. The regions of propagation of waves 
with refractive indices N1 and N2 are two coaxial cones 
whose solid angles face the direction of motion of the 
medium. 

The appearance of the new waves substantially af
fects the radiation of an arbitrary source around which 
the moving medium flows. If the velocity of the medium 
relative to the source is greater than the phase velocity 
of light in the medium at rest, the radiation intensity 
depends strongly on the relative velocity of this motion 
and the structure of the source. Here a multipole expan
sion of the radiation field, as a rule, loses its meaning. 
The motion of the medium also affects the angular dis
tribution of the radiation intensity. 

According to the Umov- Poynting theorem [1,2J the 
rate of change of electromagnetic energy in an unboun
ded moving medium is equal to the power expended by 
external currents!) , 

d/t)/dt = - J J.(x, t)E.(x, t)dV, (1) 

where E is the intensity of the electric field produced by 
external currents with volume density J. For a mono
chromatic source 

Ji(x, t) =ji(X, Ul)ei·'+i;'(x, w)e-i.' 

the radiation intensity (1) averaged over a period is 
df5 Ul J dt = - 4n,lm i:(k, Ul)j" (k, Ul)Lim(k, Ul) dk. (2) 

In the case of an isotropic medium moving with velocity 
v, the Green's function Lim takes the form 

l _ 4n uiumx/(x+1)-gim+K.m 
..IWl - c2 k/' + x (k"U,,) 2 + i6 ! 

K = _1_. ( kium + k",Ui kikm) (3) 
"" x + 1 k"u" (k"ll,,) , ' 

where K = E - 1, E is the dielectric permittivity of the 
medium at rest, c is the velocity of light in vacuum, ki 

l)The Greek vector indices take on values I, 2, and 3, and the Latin 
indices values 0, I, 2, and 3. The index 0 denotes the time component 
of the 4-vector. The following summation rule is adopted: a"b" = a1 b 1 + 
a1b1 + a3b3, aibi = aobo-a"b". 
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is the 4-dimensional wave vector, gim is the metric 
tensor, and ui is the 4-velocity of the medium. The 
latter two quantities are determined by the relations 

goo = 1, gar. = -!Sara! goa = gao = 0; 

1 Va 

uO=---C-(1-_-v'-/c-'c-),-" ll.= c(1-v'/c')'/" 

The dielectric permittivity E describes the electric 
and magnetic properties, and therefore the magnetic 
permeability J.1. of the medium at rest is set equal to 
unity [ 1J. The bypassing of the poles in the Green's 
function (3) is determined by the infinitely small imag
inary term io. For w > 0 we have 0 < O. The value of 
o changes sign together with the frequency w. The fre
quency distribution of the energy d f5 (w) radiated during 
the entire time of action of the arbitrary source Ji(x, t) 
is given by the right-hand side of Eq. (2), multiplied by 
dw/21T. In this case the quantity h(k, w) in the variable 
arguments k and w is the Fourier component of the ex
ternal four-dimensional current h(x, t). 

Equation (2) is the relativistic generalization of the 
radiation intensity in a medium at rest[3J . The inte
grand in Eq. (2) is simplified if we use the charge con
servation law kih(k, w) = O. 

We will write the denominator of the Green's func
tion (3) in the form 

kn' + x (k"u,,)' 

= (kc - ("IV •• ) (kc + wN_ k ,,) [x(ku/ k)' - 1], 

where we have introduced the designation 
[1 + xu,' - x (ku/k)'F - xuo(ku/k) 

Nk.=~-~---~~~~-~-~ 
1- x(ku/k)' 

x = B-1 == N" - 1. (4) 

In the presence of dispersion the refractive index of 
the medium at rest N' = N' (k' , w') depends on the wave 
vector k' and the frequency w' of the radiation in the 
medium at rest. The quantities k' and w' are expressed 
in terms of the wave vector k and frequency w in the 
moving medium by the Lorentz transformation equa
tions for the wave 4-vector. 

The first pole 

kc -(UN,,, =0 (5) 

of the Green's function (3) in the moving medium des
cribes radiation of direct waves with vector k and re
fractive index Nl = N 1(B), where 

N,(O)= 
[ 1 + xuo' (1 - ~'cos' e) 1'" - xu,' fl cos e 

1 - XUo' ~'cos'e 

(6) 
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Here cos 8 = k· v/kv and f3 = vic. The refractive index 
N' of the medium at rest, which enters into K, is taken 
for the corresponding fixed direction, if the medium is 
dispersive or anisotropic. At the point of the pole the 
function (4) is equal to the refractive index (6) of the 
moving medium, so that Eq. (5) goes over to the form 
kc = wN1• 

If E > 1 and the velocity v of motion of the medium 
is less than the critical velocity v2 < C2/E, then the re
fractive index (6) is finite and positive. For velocities 
greater than light v2 > C2/E there exist directions of 
the wave vector k for which Nl = 00, if we neglect the 
dispersion of the medium at rest. The angle 80 for 
which N1(8 0) = 00 is 80 = arc cos (-1/ v'KuofJ). In this case 
the refractive index (6) is positive in the range of angles 
80 > 8 ~ o. 

The second pole 

kc + wN-ko = 0 (7) 

of the Green's function (3) refers to backward waves, if 
v2 < c2/E. The second pole (7) contributes to the radia
tion intensity (2) for a velocity of the medium greater 
than light v2 > C2/E. In this case it describes the radia
tion of direct waves with wave vector k and refractive 
index 

N,= -N,(n - e), 

where the function Nl(8) for any 8 is given by Eq. (6), 
and the refractive index N2 = N2(8) is determined and 
positive in the region 11 - 80 > 8 ~ O. Waves with re
fractive index (8) have anomalous Doppler frequen
cies[4,5J. At the pole Eq. (7) becomes kc = wN2 • 

(8) 

After the remarks which have been made, the radia
tion intensity of transverse waves (2) is easy to convert 
to a form convenient for applications, 

d8 = s. w.'N,'(xli,u,I'/(x+ i)-liil') 
-::-;-::-;'-'--::-;-:--:-::--::-::-:-~- sin 8 d 8 

dt c'[ 1 + xUo'(1- B' cos' 8)]'1' 

+ s. w'N,'(xliiu,I'/(x+ l)-li,I') sin8de, (9) 
c3 [1 +xno'(1-lJ'cos'8) J'h 

where 8 is the angle between k and v. The modulus of 
the wave vector in h = h(k, w) is k = wN1/c in the first 
interval and k = wN2 /c in the second. The integration is 
performed over the region of angles where the refrac
tive indices Nl and N2 of the moving medium are deter-

mined and positive. The second term in Eq. (9) arises 
only for motion of the medium faster than light. 

In the presence of dispersion in the medium at rest, 
it is necessary to represent the expression K = N'2 - 1 
as a function of the angle of integration 8, using for 
this the formulas for the aberration of light. In this 
case inclusion of dispersion in the refractive index N' 
of the medium at rest removes the infinity in the re
fractive indices Nl and N2 of the moving medium. Exis
tence of dispersion can also lead to the result that 
several branches of the waves correspond to a given 
frequency w [4,5J. Then the radiation intensity (9) will 
consist of integrals taken individually for each branch 
of the radiated waves. 

As follows from Eqs. (9), (6), and (8), there exist 
directions of the radiated waves for which the refractive 
indices (6) and (8) become rather large and the corre
sponding wavelengths small. This leads to the result 
that the ordinary multipole expansion of the radiation 
loses its meaning in this case, since the next term of 
the multiple expansion may turn out to be larger than 
the preceding term. In this case the radiation intensity 
depends strongly on the structure of the radiator. 

In a magnetized plasma the refractive index N' (of 
the medium at rest) sometimes assumes extremely 
large numerical values, and therefore the effects found 
above can appear for nonrelativistic velocities of the 
plasma as a whole. 
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